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OW COM. Nitatitilu.

The notion of structures-of-the-whole is one of the major defining

attributes of Piaget's stages of mental growth. Unlike the other key pro-

perties commonly associated with these stages (hierarchization, integration,

coordination, equilibration), which are basically teleological meta-

principles of little or no predictive consequence, structures-of-the-whole

entails some widely recognized predictions which are subject to direct

test. These predictions are concerned with the order in which the pro-

totypic reasoning skills of each stage will be observed to emerge in

children's thinking.

According to the structures-of-the-whole inciple, each of the

reasoning skills that characterize a given Piagetian stage presupposes

one or more members of a set of abstract cognitive structures. In Piagetian

theory, the term "presupposes" connotes far more than the assumption that

a certen finite set of structures is a formal process model for a large,

presumably infinite, set of reasoning behaviors. Piaget's structures

also are supposed to be "really there" controlling thought, in the same

sense that the moon is "really there" controlling the tides or a program

is "really there" controlling how a computer processes an input. [At this

point, the philosophically inclined listener no doubt will be anticipating

another chapter in the old realism-nominalism and mind-body controversies.

However, we shall attempt to avoid these metaphysical male-storms.] During

each Piagetian stage of mental development, the specific reasoning skills

associated with the stage presumably are generated (or "deduced") from

the set of structures which define the stage.

Turning to the empirical implications of structures-of-the-whole,
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the principle entails patterns of synchronous emergence of the key reasoning

skills of each stage. This widely recognized prediction (e.g., cf. Pinard

& Laurendeau, 19G9; Wohlwill, 1963; Flavell, 1963, 1971) follows from an

assumption that Piaget makes about the emergence of the underlying cognitive

structures. He assumes that the structures which define a stage emerge

in tight synchrony, rather than in some invariant order. An important

caveat must be appended to this assumption. The assumption does not entail

that, in every child, the structures associated with given stages emerge

suddenly and abruptly. Although Piaget's writings are by no means clear

on this point, it seems that stage-defining structures may very well emerge

in some fixed order in liven child. However, the order is always

idiosyncratic to that child. If the child acquires some stage-defining

structure X before some other stage-defining structure Y, then some other

child will do the reverse. More generally, the members of the set of

structures defining any given Piagetian stage do not emerge in an order

that is constant for all or most children.

From the structural synchrony assumption, it follows that the

reasoning skills generated by these structures also cannot emerge in an

order that is constant for all or most children. If this prediction is

violated, then one of the following must be true: (a) the structures

themselves emerge in some constant order; (12) the reasoning skills

associated with Piaget's stages do not presuppose the structures that the

theory says they presuppose; () we have not fairly tested the prediction

(i.e., we have committed gross measurement and/or sampling errors). There
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is an important exception to the general rule that stage-defining reasoning

skills must emerge synchronously: the ad hoc principle of horizontal

decalane. After the fact, Piaget has decided that synchronous emergence

of underlying structures does not necessarily exclude asynchronous emergence

of a given reasoning skill in different content areas. The classic

illustration of this point involves the conservation concept of middle-

childhood. Children are known to conserve in some content areas (e.g.,

number, length) long before they conserve in others (e.g., area, volume).

The explanation offered for this phenomenon is that, scrlehow, certain content

areas tend to resist application of the relevant structures more than other

content areas. Unfortunately, this ad hominem argument offers no basis for

making directional predictions about two or more content areas.

The sort of within-stage asynchrony that cannot be accomodated (or,

at least, has not been to date) by either ad hoc principles or ad hominem

arguments is of the following type. We are given two different reasoning

skills A and B which the theory says are both generated by the same stage-

defining set of cognitive structures. We examine the order in which A and

B emerge in several content areas and they are observed to emerge in the

same constant order in each area. The concept of conservation, together

with the concept transitivity, provide a case in point. The theory tells

us that the so-called groupement structures of the concrete-operational

stage (Piaget, 1942, 1949) generate both of these concepts. Suppose we

assess both conservation and transitivity in several content areas--e.g.,

length, weight, height--and we observe that transitivity always appears

before conservation in individual areas. It is this sort of finding that

structures -of- the -whole predicts will not be observed.

90005
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Since the early years of the preceding decade, it has been strongly

suspected that developmental evidence would fail to confirm this prediction

(cf. Wohlwill, 1963). Although the prediction was the subject of more than

one investigation during the 1960s (e.g. Lovell & Ogilvie, 1960; Kofsky,

1966, V.cranis, 1969), measurement issues such as test sensitivity and

response criteria often precluded interpretation of the findings (cf. Braine,

1(.:62, 1964; Brainerd, 1973a, 1973b, 1974a, 1974b; Gruen, 1966; Smedslund,

1963, 1969). It is only within the present decade that these issues have

been resolved to a sufficient degree that we can be fairly certain that the

developmental data do indeed fail to support the prediction.

In the remainder of this paper, I propose briefly to discuss some

findings that illustrate the asynchronous emergence of different stage-

related reasoning skills in individual content areas. Rather than try to

deal with a large number of such skills, I shall focus narrowly on three

select groups. The members of each group normally are associated with

Piaget's coucrete-opo-dtional stage. Hence, each skill presumably is a

by-product of the eight groupement structures used to define this stage.

The criteria employed in selecting these illustrative groups was that each

skill should play a central role in Piaget's seminal discussions of

concrete operations and that the empirical evidence for the asynchronous

emergence of the members of each group should be as unequivocal as

possible. The three groups of skills are: (a) transitivity/conservation/

class inclusion; (b) double classification/double serration; (c) ordinal,

cardinal, and natural number concepts.

Turning to group a, most listeners no doubt are aware that transitivity,

conservation, and class inclusion are the three skills which Piaget most
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frequently resorts to in general discussions of the concrete-operational

stage. hence, evidence pertaining to the synchronous or asychronous

emergence of these particular skills is especially interesting. Although

the developmental relationship between class inclusion and the other two

skills rarely has been st'dued, the order of emergence of transitivity

and conservation was the subject of several investigations conducted

during the late 1950s and the 1960s (e.g., Kooistra, 1963; Lovell &

Ogilvie, 19M; McManis, 1969; Smedslund, 1961, 1963) . Conservation

and transitivity were observed to emerge synchronously, in concept areas

such as length and weight, in only one of these studies. In the other

studies, conservation was observed to emerge before transitivity. Unfortunately,

all of these earlier studies are subject to some important measuremeht

criticisms which I have discussed at length in the literature (Brainerd,

1973a, 1973b, 1974a, 1974b). This fact led me to conduct a new series of

investigations in which class inclusion also was included. As a result

of this particular series of studies, plus two follow-up experiments on

class inclusion, it now seems reasonably clear that, during late preschool

and middle-childhood, transitivity, conservation and class inclusion

emerge in the following constant order in most concept areas: transitivity

first; conservation second; class inclusion third.

The first three studies in this series (Brainerd, 1973a) were

normative and cross-sectional in design. Three different groups of

children, whose ages fell within the broad ranges that Genevans report

for transitivity, conservation, and class inclusion, were administered

tests of all three skills. The tests were new ones devised to eliminate

the measurement objections alluded to earlier. It was observed that
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transitivity appeared to precede both conservation and class inclusion in

children's thinking: large proportions of subjects passed the transitivity

tests but failed both the conservation and class inclusion tests. It also

Was observed that conservation appear( a precede class inclusion: large

proportions of subjects passed the conservation tests but failed the class

inclusion tests. To examine this order of emergence under more carefully

controlled conditions, a training experiment was conducted (Brainerd, 1974c).

A Dirge group of preschoolers was pretested for transitivity, conservation,

and class inclusion. Subjects who failed all three tests were then

assigned to one of three training conditions or one of three control conditions.

For the three training conditions, a simple verbal feedback procedure was

used to induce the three skills. A comparative analysis of the three

training conditions indicated that, on a numter of learning variables, the

findings I:ere consistent. with the order of emergence observed in the earlier

developmental stadies: transitivity proved much easier to induce

experithentally than either conservation or class inclusion; conservation

proved much easier to induce experimentally than class inclusion.

Perhaps the most intriguirg and unexpected finding of our studies

of transitivity/conservation/class inclusion was the enormous developmental

gap between class inclusion, on the one hand, and transitivity-conservation,

on the other. The oldest subjects in these studies had been 8-year-olds.

The findings indicated that, by age 8, virtually all the subjects under-

sood transitivity (length and weight) and slightly more than half of them

understood conservation (length and weight). However, to our surprise and

contrary to Genevan norms for this skill, there was almost no evidence
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of crass inclusion by age 1I. This pron.3ted two follow-up experiments of

class inclusion with subjects up to and including 11-years-old (Brainerd

& Kas:cr, 1974). These experiments were designed to examine the possibility,

that thi virt.uel absence of class inclusion in 8 -year -olds was an artifact

of pcoeedure. In the literature, there is a tendency to regard the

inodinate difficulty of the class inclusion problem as something of an

epipht,nemenon (cf. Ahr & Yeuniss, 1970; Wohlwill, 1968). According to this

certain fe:..tures of the stimulus materials normally employed in these

proilis inhibit class inclusion reasoning. If tkse features are eliminated,

the crcjumcnt continues, then class inclusion tests will be passed at a much

younocr age. Tiu features were controlled in our follow-up experiments;

ho, :ever, the results confird cur earlier findings. There was little

evidence of cla...s inclusion before about age 10. Moreover, even in 10-

and 11-yi:ar-olds, only about half the subjects really understood class

inclusion. Since the completion of those experiments, our discussant,

Dr. Hcdoper, has uncovered two findings which tend to support my own findings

on the late emergcnce of class inclusion. First, he has observed (cf.

Hooper et al., 1974) that the solution rate on class inclusion problems

continues to accelerate gradually throughout the adolescent years--i.e.,

it continues to accelerate long after the solution rate on corresponding

transitivity and conservation problems have reached asymptote. Second,

he also has observed substantial deficits in class inclusion reasoning

among college males.

To sum up the best available evidence on transitivity/conservation;

class inclusion, there seems to be consistent support for the constant

es it09
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order of merg,mce I wentioned earlier. More over, when my data on these

three skills are combined with those of Dr. Hooper on class inclusion and

with IrdLassoss recent data on tionsitivity (Bryant & Trabasso, 1971;

Riley A losso, 1974), the following normative statements seem reasonable:

Transitivity is worked out in most content areas during the preschool and

very early LidOle-childhuod years; conservation is worked out in most content

areas during the middle-childhoea years; class inclusion is worked out in

L:nr,L content areas during the :uvenile and adolescent years. Further, class

inclusion is Inver grasped at a level comparable to transitivity and

conservatinn.

Let us turn now to our second group of skills: double classification

and double seriation. Double classification and double seriation are quite

interestinu theoretically because they are generally believed to provide

fairly direct estimates of two different concrete-operational structures

(Groupc.lent IV and Groupnment VII, respectively). Although these skills

are becoming core cowmon in the neoPiagetian literature, they are not

nearly as cot-non as transitivity /conservation, /class inclusion and, hence,

they may be unfamiliar to some listeners. For "double classification,"

envisage a 3 x 3 matrix in which the columns are defined by the intensions

"red," "blue," "green," and the rows are defined by the intensions "circle,"

"square," "triangle." For "double scriation," envisage another 3 x 3 matrix

in which the three columns are defined by the relation "height" and the

three rows are defined by the relation "diameter." In each cell of the

double seriation matrix, there is a cylinder. As we go across the matrix,

the cylinders increase in height. As we go down the matrix, the cylinders

increase in diameter. With both the double classification matrix and the
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double seriation matrix, the child's main task is to fill in missing cells.

In order to do this rol iably, he must have both intensional properties in

mind, in th., case of the classification matrix, and he must have both

relations in mind, in the case of the seriation matrix.

Abou' 2 1/2 yeIrs ago, our discussant, Dr. Hooper, noted in a letter

to me that recontly had ptheted some data which indicated that children

understood cald cc.uld sole double scriation problems before they could

lvo doubl( classificaUon. Subsequently he was able to replicate this

finding in zi methedoloocally sophisticated large-scale study of the

devolow.;:nt of children's classification abilities. During the past year,

I incluet.d dGoble clasr.ification and double seriation tasks, which were

slightly dif;'erent than those employed by Or. Hooper, in a number develop-

ment study I was conducting. I observed that same sequence as Dr. Hooper;

my subjec-t:. :ere mre successful with double scriation than they were with

doublc ciii,%4,ification. Shortly after the first of this year, a third

replication vi.s obtaihod, quite independently of Hooper's and my studies,

by Mrs. Bernice Wong who is a doctoral candidate at the University of British

Columbia. During a remit visit to Edmonton, Mrs. Wong informed me of this

finding and was surprised to learn that Dr. Hooper and I had already

obtained the : same datwo. Mrs. Wong's tasks were different from both

Hooper's and wine. Finally, Dr. Hooper, in conjunction with Ann Burke-

Mekel, has conducted a training experiment that involved instruction in

both double seriation and double classification. His major finding, that

seriation instruction was more successful than either classification

training or combined seriation/classification training, is consistent with

011
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the develop,A.ntal find inns m$ have just considered.

Thus, there sr:, is to be fairly consistent support for the develop-

mental priority double scriation over double classification. However, I

should liL- to caution th2 listener about 1.1r..! magnitude of this difference.

Althou0 t1:2 findincis 1 have just mentioned consistently support the

priority of e.:1iLle scriatien. the (1,qa also indicate that the gap between

double serktion and.dnuble! classiiication is fairly smallprobably

six pontic to a year in the average child. From a psychometric standpoint,

this means thlt the double striation /double classification is not nearly

as robust the tranf,itivity/conservation/class inclusion sequence

di :cussed eaylier. Thus, while one must commit fairly crude measurement

errors to i tsk the latio- sequence, small methodological perturbations

will suffice to mask Gri former.

finally, let us turn to the development of number concepts. As most

ob,sve,-s are o;.:.re, number development has been an abiding there

throuehout Piwjet's lvg research career. As things nmo stand, the develop.

meat of basic number stills is associated with the concrete-operational

stage in Piagetian tbcory. Number and number concepts man different

things to different investigators. Piaget's work has been restricted to

three hruad c,tegories of numerical competence: ordinal number (numbers

as reprlsentations of the terms in any ordered progression); natural number

(arithmetic computation and the fundamental lays of arithmetic); cardinal

number (nmbers as representations of the manyness of any collection of

terms). According to the theory, all three of these generic forms of

number are the province of concrete operations and, of course, emerge

',001?
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in strict synchrony during this stage.

About three years ago, I initiated a series of investigations of

ordinal, cardinal, and natural number concepts. I began these studies

as an co,:lirical off-!;hoot of some mathematical interests of mine and with

no tbouvhi, of providing a definitive test of the structures-of-the-whole

princi;:le as it apalies to ramber concepts. Hence, the major implications

of this resc.arch are for mathematical epistemology and not for Piaget:an

theory rer se. Nevertheless, certain of the findings are relevant and

should to note them.

The studies initially were focused on the early elementary school

years. (Brainerd, 197 c, 1973d, Brainerd Eraser, 1975) . Though some number

ideas are known to emerge earlier, these are the years when natural number

concerts first appear. Because I was interested primarily in the relative

contributions of ordinal number and cardinal number to children's natural

numLer skills, this is where I began. The initial phase of the investigation

consisted of two large scale developmental studies. These two studies

indicated that the three generic forms of number emerge in the following

ordet : ordinal nuaur first; natural number third. It appeared that

most children enter elementary school with a reasonably good grasp of

ordinal number, then proceed to work out the basic components of natural

number, and finally, bj the late middle-childhood years, begin making

substantial progress with cardinal number. These findings subsequently

were replicated in a study conducted with Michelle Fraser (Brainerd & Fraser,

, 1975). A training study (Brainerd, 1972d) then was conducted with

children of this age level. The study was designed to determine: (a) the
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relative susceptibility of ordinal nualber and cardinal number to training

exporiences and (b) the extent to which ordinal number training and cardinal

number teaining enhance natural number skills. It was observed that ordinal

wes f; t' easier to train than cardinal number and that there was

suLe.teetial ti,Insier of odkal numb,:r training to natural nunter. Cardinal

training, on the uttv.: hand, was not observed to enhance natural

nt:;.!.or AhothaT training study Kls conducted with preschoolers

(11r,tihewd, 1974d). This particular study focused on training preschoolers

to use numerical symbols either as representations of terms in an orderd

prere..sion (ordinal nta;:lex) or as representations of the manyness of

eollectioes o terms (cardinal number). It turned to be much easier to

train the comer sort of cpesentations than the latter.

From the perspectiec of the structures-of-the-whole principle, of

course, the ir,.pornnt aspecL these findings on nuffiber development is the

indication of a constant order of ellicrgence for ordinal, natural, and

cardinal number. Since these findings have been available in the literature

for only a short period, there has not yet been time for comprehensive

replicatory evidence to appear from other laboratories. However, some

suppertive independent evidence is beginning to appear. Our chairman,

Dr. Siegel, recently conducted an investigation of ordering and correspondence

operations in preschoolers (Siegel, 1974). She concluded that certain

aspects of her data were c.Arsistent wit my finding that ordinal number

skills generally appear before cardinal number skills. Mrs. Bernice Wong,

whom I mentioned earlier with regard to research on classification/seriation,

exawined the relationship between the correspondence operation and
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a measure or natural number. Her data appear to be consistent with my

general iindings about the developmental relation between natural number

and cardinal number.

To :aci up very LI-icily, it is obvious that the synchronous emergence

prodictin!; of the structures-of -lho-t ihole principle has not fared w211 in

coniunctit:A u:Lh the three groups of concrete-operational skills which we

h:ve (.onsidered. Contrary to the principle, asychronous emergence of stage-

elated skills appear. to the rule rather than the exception. Some listeners

mly also noticed that there is a discernible pattern running through

specific scquences observed for the three groups of skills. In each case,

children api,2ar to grz,tp the relevant relational skill before they grasp

the correspc:Iding classificatory skill: transitivity is understood before

class inclusion; double seriation is understood before double classification;

ordin,J1 is understood before cardinal number. This suggests that the

specific avorhronies wo have considered are not isolated idiosyncratic

phcncp.end htit, rather, they are part of some underlying pattern in the

growth or jr: lau logic that we do not yet fully understand. The best hunch

about what this underlying pattern it seems to be that the ontogenesis

of logical thought mirrors the axiomatic development of logic itself--in

which the :%Lstract logic of classes is generated from the abstract logic

of relations.
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